The arboricity Γ of a graph is the minimum number of forests its edge set can be partitioned into. Previous approximation schemes were nonconstructive, i.e., they only approximated the arboricity as a value without computing a corresponding forest partition. This is because they operate on the related pseudoforest partitions or the dual problem of finding dense subgraphs.
Introduction
Given a simple graph G = (V, E) with n vertices and m edges, the arboricity Γ(G) is the minimum number of forests on V that the edge set E can be partitioned into. Such a partition can be computed in polynomial time [19, 47, 28, 27] , and a linear-time 2-approximation algorithm is known [20, 4] . In graphs of bounded arboricity, some NP-hard problems become tractable [3, 21] , and for several algorithms, it is possible to show better runtime estimates [13, 32, 22] or approximation factors [6] . There are distributed algorithms that operate directly on forest partitions for the maximal independent set problem [7] and the minimum dominating set problem [42] . An interesting relationship of the arboricity and dense subgraphs becomes apparent by the classic Nash-Williams formula [46] Γ(G) = γ(G) , where γ(G) := max
is called the fractional arboricity. A recent approximation scheme by Worou and Galtier [55] approximates γ (and hence, Γ) by constructing a subgraph of high density, but it does not construct a forest partition.
A pseudoforest is a graph in which each connected component contains at most one cycle. The pseudoarboricity p(G) is defined analogously, and a similar formula holds [47, 50] :
is called the maximum density. It is evident from (1) and (2) that Γ and p must be very close.
Theorem 1 ([47, 54] ). For a simple graph G, we have p(G) ≤ Γ(G) ≤ p(G) + 1.
Thus, if we compute a pseudoforest partition approximating p, we directly know an approximation of the value Γ. Kowalik's approximation scheme [40] computes a partition of K ≤ (1 + )d * pseudoforests in time O(m log(n) log p −1 ). However, the algorithm in [54] for converting it into a partition of K or (K + 1) forests takes O(mn log K) time. Kowalik thus raised the question whether a faster (approximate) conversion exists.
The main result of this paper is a fast conversion of k pseudoforests into k + 1 forests (in particular, a new proof of Theorem 1), which implies a fast constructive approximation scheme for the arboricity: We divide the K pseudoforests obtained from the pseudoarboricity approximation scheme into k-tuples. Each k-tuple is converted into k + 1 forests. The number k is chosen minimally such that (k + 1)/k ≤ 1 + .
Our conversion uses the notion of a surplus graph: By removing one edge on every cycle in each of the pseudoforests P 1 , . . . , P k we obtain forests F 1 , . . . , F k and a surplus set M of edges. The edges in M inherit the index (color) of the pseudoforest they were removed from. We then make H = (V, M ) acyclic by applying a sequence of two procedures: The first procedure moves edges from M to the k forests such that each connected component of H has at most one edge of each color. It uses color swap operations in H and a certain union-find data structure [1] for representing the F i . The second procedure exchanges edges in H with edges in the forests in order to remove all cycles in H. It uses link-cut trees [52] and adjacency queries in F 1 ∪ · · · ∪ F k . For the queries, perfect hashing [25] or a data structure for storing graphs of arboricity at most k [11] is used.
Paper Outline and Contributions
Section 3 gives a thorough literature review of the arboricity and pseudoarboricity problems. Notation and definitions are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 contains two simple conversions to showcase some ideas that lead to the main result, but it can be skipped by the reader. In Sections 6 to 8, we show the conversion of k pseudoforests into k + 1 forests in time O(mk log k + m log n), or alternatively in time O(mk + m log n) when a perfect hash function is constructed beforehand in O(m) expected time. Applying it to a pseudoforest partition obtained from Kowalik's approximation scheme yields the following main theorem.
Theorem 2. For every > 0, a graph G can be partitioned into at most (1 + ) · (1 + )d * forests in time O(m log n log Γ −1 ). Furthermore, if is fixed, the runtime can be bounded as O(m log n).
The 'furthermore'-part follows from a small modification that terminates the binary search of Kowalik's scheme once the ratio of the upper and lower bound falls below 1 + . This eliminates the factor log p in the runtime and is described in Appendix C. We also have some additional results, which are described in the following.
Our conversion implies an algorithm that computes a partition into at most Γ + 2 forests in O(m log n Γ log * Γ) time (Section 9).
A linear-time conversion of three pseudoforests into four forests is given in Appendix B. It is an extension of a simpler conversion from Section 5. In Appendix D we exhibit a (presumed) flaw in the (not explicitly stated) runtime analysis by Gabow and Westermann [54, 28] of a conversion of k pseudoforests into k + 1 forests in time O(m 2 /k · log k). We note in Appendix E that the (2 − 1/p)-approximation algorithm of Asahiro et al. [5] for the smallest maximum indegree orientation problem, whose runtime was analyzed to be O(m 2 ), can be implemented in O(m) time. The unweighted version of the problem is equivalent to the pseudoarboricity problem. The runtime in the weighted setting (where the problem is NP-complete [5] ) is improved to O(m + n log n).
Related Work
We list constructive algorithms for computing the arboricity in Appendix A in Table 1 and approximation algorithms in Table 3 . For the pseudoarboricity, this is done in Table 2 and Table 4 , respectively. In the following paragraphs, we review the literature for the two problems. We use log Γ and log p instead of log n in the runtime analyses where this is easily possible by computing a 2-approximation in linear time first, or by using exponential search.
Arboricity
As the set of forests on a graph is a matroid, the arboricity can be computed with Edmonds' matroid partitioning algorithm [19] in polynomial time. Picard and Queyranne [47] reduce the problem to a 0-1 fractional programming problem that can be solved with O(n) maximum flow computations. Gabow and Westermann [28] give matroid partitioning algorithms specialized to the forest matroid. Gabow's algorithm [27] , which uses Newton's method for fractional optimization and flow algorithms, is the fastest known with a runtime of O(m 3/2 log(n 2 /m)).
To the best of our knowledge, no constructive algorithm with an approximation factor 1 < c < 2 is known in general graphs. The well-known linear-time greedy algorithm [20, 4] is constructive. It computes an acyclic orientation that minimizes the maximum indegree among all acyclic orientations [10]. This indegree is at most 2Γ − 1 [20] and equals the degeneracy of the graph [44] . As every acyclic k-orientation can be converted into a forest k-partition (implicit in [8, 40] ), this gives a partition of at most 2d * ≤ 2Γ − 1 forests. Cyclic orientations cannot be used in this manner directly, so the approach is exhausted.
The approximation scheme of Worou and Galtier [55] computes for > 0 a 1/(1 + )approximation of the fractional arboricity γ in time O(m log 2 (n) log( m n ) −2 ). It constructs a subgraph that attains this density in the sense of the right-hand side of (1), but apparently no forest partition is computed. Barenboim and Elkin [7] propose a constructive distributed algorithm that computes a (2 + )-approximation of Γ. They use this forest partition for the maximal independent set and coloring problems. Eden et al. [18] describe an algorithm that distinguishes with high constant probability between graphs that are -close to and graphs that are c -far from having arboricity at most α, for some constant c < 20.
Several 
Pseudoarboricity
The set of pseudoforests on a graph is a matroid. Thus, the pseudoarboricity can be computed in polynomial time with Edmonds' matroid partitioning algorithm [19] . Picard and Queyranne [47] reduce the problem to a 0-1 fractional programming problem that can be solved with O(log n) maximum flow computations. A matroid partitioning algorithm by Gabow and Westermann [28] is specialized to the pseudoforest matroid. A pseudoforest k-partition can be converted into a k-orientation, and vice versa, in linear time [8, 40] . Hence the pseudoarboricity problem is equivalent to the smallest maximum indegree (or outdegree) problem, which can be solved with path-reversals [8, 53] . Flow algorithms can perform several path-reversals at the same time, and they operate on networks where almost all capacities are equal to one [24, 2, 8, 40, 5, 9] (see also [31, 30] [5] compute a ( 2d * − 1)-orientation (assuming d * > 1/2) with a variant of the greedy orientation algorithm in O(m 2 ), but this orientation is not necessarily acyclic. The fractional orientation problem is dual to the densest subgraph problem [12] .
A partition of k pseudoforests can be converted into a partition of k + 1 forests, and k if possible, in O(mn log k). This is implicit in [54, 28] . (We claim in Appendix D that the runtime bound of O(m 2 /k log k) is incorrect.)
Notation and Preliminaries
We consider finite simple graphs G = (V, E), i.e., G is undirected and has no loops. We follow the standard graph-theoretic terminology. For technical reasons we assume n ≥ 2 and m ≥ n for the input graphs. For a set E ⊆ E, we sometimes write that E is acyclic etc. when we are talking about a subgraph of G with edge set E . Where appropriate, we may implicitly assume the subgraph to be vertex-minimal. If every vertex in the subgraph has degree zero or one, E is called a matching. The maximum degree of a graph is denoted by ∆(G). We sometimes write ∆, d * etc. when the graph is clear from context.
We will also consider directed graphs without loops in Appendix C and Appendix E. In an orientation G of a simple graph G, every edge of G is present once, directed in one of the two possible directions. Let indeg G (v) denote the indegree of v in G. If all indegrees are at most k, G is called a k-orientation.
In our definition, paths and cycles visit vertices only once. In simple graphs, a path of l ≥ 1 edges has two end vertices, its vertices of degree one. A path of length l = 0 is an isolated vertex, which is the sole end vertex.
An acyclic simple graph is called a forest. Its connected components are called trees; if they are all paths, the forest is linear. A tree of n vertices has exactly n − 1 edges.
We denote the disjoint union of sets by∪. If E is partitioned as E = F 1∪ · · ·∪ F k where each F i is a forest, we call (F 1 , . . . , F k ) a forest k-partition. The arboricity Γ(G) is the smallest integer k such that a forest k-partition of G exists.
If a graph has at most one cycle per connected component, it is called a pseudoforest. Its connected components are called pseudotrees. A component that is a pseudotree but not a tree is said to be unicyclic. We define pseudoforest k-partitions (P 1 , . . . , P k ) and the pseudoarboricity p(G) analogously to the arboricity.
A basic property of a unicyclic component is that removing an arbitrary edge on its cycle leaves a tree. In reverse, if we add to a tree an edge whose endpoints are both in the tree, it is turned into a unicyclic component. Note that connecting two different trees by an edge results in a single tree, but this does not carry over to pseudotrees.
We will now describe a basic operation that we will use extensively. Let (V, P ) be a pseudoforest. For every cycle C ⊆ P , select one edge e C ∈ C arbitrarily. The set M of all these selected edges is a matching, as every vertex can be in at most one cycle. We call this kind of matching M a P -matching. The lemma implies that a pseudoforest k-partition can be converted into a forest 2k-partition in linear time because every matching is a forest. As a constructive 2-approximation algorithm for arboricity is already known, this itself is not very useful. In the next section, we will see how to exploit the matching property to obtain factors less than two. Theorem 6. A pseudoforest partition (P 1 , P 2 ) can be converted into a partition of two forests F 1 , F 2 and a linear forest L, whose edges are from P 1 and P 2 alternatingly, in linear time.
Proof. Determine P 1 -and P 2 -matchings M 1 and M 2 , and let
The graph L = (V, M 1 ∪ M 2 ) has ∆(L) ≤ 2, hence its connected components are paths and (even-length) cycles. All cycles in L can be determined in linear time. We wish to break up each cycle and link the resulting path at its end vertex to the end vertex of some other path. An example can be seen in Figure 1abc .
We prove by induction on the number c of cycles in L that we can modify our choice of matchings such that L becomes acyclic. The claim holds for c = 0. Let c ≥ 1 and assume the induction hypothesis holds for c − 1. Select an arbitrary edge e = (u, v) on a cycle C ⊆ M 1 ∪ M 2 with i such that e ∈ M i (see Figure 1c with i = 1). Add F i ← F i ∪ {e}, which then contains a single cycle. Let (v, w) = e ∈ F i be an edge on this cycle incident with e ( Figure 1a ), and exchange it with e in M i . M i remains a P i -matching, so still ∆(L) ≤ 2. The edge e goes to a vertex w whose degree had been zero or one before the exchange, because otherwise its degree would have increased to three by the exchange. Thus, w is not in the component C \ {e} and C has been turned into a path that is linked to the end of another path via e (Figure 1d ). (All other components are unaffected.) Therefore, the number of cycles in L decreases by one to c − 1. By the induction hypothesis, we can modify our choice such that L is acyclic.
Note that exchanging an edge e for a non-incident edge e on the original cycle could link two end vertices of the same path in L and thereby create a new cycle. An example is the squiggly edge in Figure 1a .
If one tries to convert three pseudoforests (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) into four forests in a similar fashion, the following obstacle arises: Each P i -matching M i can have up to n/3 edges because the smallest cyclic pseudotree is a triangle, hence the union M = M 1 ∪ M 2 ∪ M 3 has cardinality at most n. Indeed, there are examples where |M | = n. In this case, M cannot be a forest on n vertices, regardless of which edges on the cycles are selected. In fact, M could contain several interlocked cycles.
A crucial observation is that the larger an M i is, the more connected components F i = P i \ M i has because the edges in M i are from different connected components in P i . Let L be obtained from Theorem 6, and consider L ∪ M 3 . If an edge e ∈ M 3 is incident with two distinct edges of M i in L ∪ M 3 for some i ∈ {1, 2}, then it can be inserted into F i between two trees. However, several such edges could link trees of F i in a cycle. This can be remedied, but the details are quite involved. We describe the full procedure in Appendix B.
In the following sections, we will develop a fast method to convert k pseudoforests into k + 1 forests for any k ∈ N. It generalizes the ideas introduced in this section.
6
The Surplus Graph
Throughout the remainder of the paper, we maintain the edges E of the graph as a partition
We call (F, M ) a valid partition of the graph. Initially, a valid partition is obtained by applying Lemma 3 to each P i of a given pseudoforest k-partition. Edges in both F i and M i are considered to have color i. The graph H = (V, M ) is called the surplus graph. Note that any two incident edges of H must have different colors. By turning H into a forest (i.e., F k+1 ) while keeping (F, M ) valid we will give a constructive proof of Theorem 1.
We will use an exchange operation in order to move edges from H to the forests F 1 , . . . , F k , it is described in the following lemma and illustrated in Figure 2 . 1. We may swap the colors of (u, v) and (v, w) in H, i.e., modify
Proof. Since (F, M ) is valid, u and v are in the same tree in F i and v and w are in the same tree in F j . Let us swap the colors of (u, v) and (v, w) in H, i.e., modify M i and M j accordingly. We distinguish several cases:
1. If u and v are in the same tree of F j , and v and w are in the same tree of F i , then after swapping the colors of (u, v) and (v, w), M i and M j are still P i -and P j -matchings, respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 2a .
If u and v are in the same tree in F j , change the color of (u, v) to j, now no edge in M i exists whose endpoints are both in the tree of F i that v is contained in. Since (F, M ) had been valid, there is at most one edge in M i whose endpoints are both in the tree of F i that w is contained in. Hence after inserting (v, w) into F i , there is still at most one such edge for the joined tree. This is illustrated in Figure 2b .
3.
If v and w are in the same tree in F i , and u and v are in different trees in F j , we have a case that is symmetric to 2.
4.
If v and w are in different trees in F i , and u and v are in different trees in F j , then we
is easily seen to be valid. For the 'furthermore'-claim, we observe that if (w, x) ∈ M i , then v and w must be in different trees of F i because (F, M ) is valid.
We can implement the exchange operation with k union-find data structures that keep track of the connected components of each F i . Every component is represented by its vertex set. Since we will be performing O(mk) find operations, but only O(m) union operations, we will use the data structure of [1, Theorem 4.3] that has a total runtime of O(f + u log u) for a sequence of f find and u union operations.
An edge (u, v) ∈ H connects two different trees in F i if and only if the sets S u = find(u) and
Lemma 8. Let a path in the surplus graph H be given by edges (e 1 , . . . , e l ) where e 1 , e l ∈ M i for the same color i. Then we can modify (F, M ) such that the cardinality of M decreases while maintaining validity.
Proof. We can move the color i from e 1 towards e l in a sequence of exchange steps using Lemma 7, i.e., swap the colors of e t and e t+1 for t = 1, . . . until one of the cases 2.-4. of Lemma 7 applies. This happens at the latest when e l−2 has color i, because then we are in the 'furthermore'-part of Lemma 7. Thus we can move some e q from M to F .
A connected component of the surplus graph H is called colorful if every color appears at most once in it. A surplus graph is called colorful if all its connected components are colorful. Note that each component in a colorful surplus graph has at most k edges. After obtaining a colorful surplus graph, we can exploit this for the runtime analyses in the following sections.
An application of Lemma 8 does not necessarily remove an edge of the duplicate color in question, but possibly an edge of some other color along the path. Irrespective of this, we will charge the entire cost including finding the duplicate color to the removed edge, and this can happen at most m times.
Proof. Obtain an arbitrary surplus graph H in linear time. We can initially build union-find structures for all forests F 1 , . . . , F k in total time O(nk + m) after computing the connected components of each F i .
A duplicate color in a connected component of H can be identified by performing a depth-first search in it: Record the colors encountered in the search in a Boolean array of length k. If there is a duplicate color i, we will encounter one such color and recognize it after at most k + 1 steps of the DFS (without backtracking steps), which is then terminated. Otherwise, the search is unsuccessful and the component already is colorful. The number of unsuccessful searches is at most n.
We can now apply Lemma 8 to a path of length at most k + 1 from the edge of color i encountered first to the edge of color i encountered second. We charge the costs of the O(k) find and at most two union operations to some edge that was removed in the exchange sequence and start the next search. (There is no need to distinguish which union-find data structures incur the cost.) We perform the searches in each connected component of H until all duplicate colors have been eliminated. Note that components may disconnect during the algorithm. There are at most m successful searches. The total cost is thus O(mk + m log n).
Because the union-find data structures in the above proof do not store the edges that we insert, we store them and their colors separately in an unsorted list so we can construct the forests F i in the next algorithm.
Exchanging Edges on Cycles
In order to remove cycles from a colorful surplus graph H, we want to replace an edge e in H that is on some cycle in a connected component C with an edge from some F i that goes to a vertex outside of C. This reduces the number of edges that are on at least one cycle in H. After at most m such operations, H will be a forest. To do so, we will insert e into F i , and take an incident edge on the resulting cycle instead. We call this the cycle exchange. First, we store the forests F 1 , . . . , F k in k link-cut tree data structures [52] in total time O(nk + m log n). In these structures, each tree is considered to be a rooted tree (which is stored in a compressed way) with all edges oriented towards the root, and the root of the tree containing vertex u can be accessed via root(u). There is an operation evert(u) that makes u the root of its tree. The operation cut(u) deletes the parent edge of u and thereby splits the tree. There is an operation link(u,v), where u is a root and v is in a different tree than u, that makes u point to v. All these operations can be performed in O(log n) amortized time (in fact, a variant achieves this in the worst case [52]). 3 However, we will also maintain the union-find structures as they were constructed in the previous section. The reason for this is as follows. In the cycle exchange, we wish to insert an edge (u, v) into a forest F i with the assertion that u and v are in the same tree of F i . This creates a cycle. We remove one incident edge (v, w) on this cycle, which will be the edge leaving the connected component that (u, v) was part of in H (this will be discussed later).
Note that the connected components of the forest F i after this operation are the same as before it, so the union-find structure will still work. We will perform O(mk) find operations, but at most m cycle exchanges, so it is advantageous to simultaneously keep the union-find structure for the faster find runtime. Of course, we have to perform the union operations not only in the union-find structure, but in the link-cut trees as well via the link operation in O(log n) time. There are at most m union operations.
For a cyclic component of H, there always is an edge suitable for the cycle exchange. 
We will show in the next section how such an edge can be determined efficiently. Determine a path from the edge of color i in C to v. As in the proof of Lemma 9, move i towards v in a sequence of exchange steps. If an edge is removed from H by this, we charge the costs including the O(k) find and at most two union operations to the removed edge. We then start looking for cycles again. There can be at most m such removals in H in total.
If no edge is removed from H, then v is now incident to an edge (u, v) of color i in H. Since (F, M ) is valid, we know that inserting (u, v) into F i would create a cycle. Make u the root of its link-cut tree in F i by calling evert(u), i.e., the link-cut tree represents the tree where all edges are directed towards u. If (u, v) were to be inserted into this tree, then it would create a cycle passing through u and v. Call parent(v) to obtain an edge (v, w) on this cycle incident with v. By the choice of i, w / ∈ V C , i.e., the edge must leave C in H. Call cut(v) to remove the edge from the link-cut tree, which breaks it into a tree rooted at u and the subtree rooted at v. Call link(u, v) to insert the edge (u, v) into the link-cut tree. As remarked earlier, the union-find structure still represents the trees of F i after these changes. The number of edges in H that are on at least one cycle decreases, which may happen at most m times, so the costs for all cycle exchanges amount to O(m log n) in total.
data structure that supports insertion and deletion of edges both in time o(log n), and this holds even with randomization and amortization in the cell-probe model [48] .
C \ {(u, v)} is joined to another colorful connected component of H via (v, w). We detect and remove duplicate colors in the resulting component of size O(k) as we did in the proof of Lemma 9 in order to keep H colorful. Again, we charge costs to the removed edges. If no edge is removed, we charge the cost of O(k) to the cycle exchange. (Note that in a cycle exchange, a single edge (v, w) re-enters H, so (v, w) can be moved to F 1 , . . . , F k several times during the algorithm. The cost it are attributed to the edge (u, v) it was exchanged for.)
We have now obtained an alternative and algorithmic proof of Theorem 1. In addition, each connected component of F k+1 = H has at most k edges. We note that this may have a connection to the Strong Nine Dragon Tree Conjecture [45].
Finding the Exchange Edge Fast
We will describe two ways of finding the exchange edge with a runtime that does not depend on n. The first approach uses the dynamic data structure of Brodal and Fagerberg [11] , which stores a graph of arboricity at most k and hence can be used for F 1 ∪ · · · ∪ F k . In its more elaborate variant that uses balanced search trees (see Section The representation used by the data structure is an orientation of the graph such that every vertex has indegree at most 4k. Every edge is stored only once, namely in the adjacency list/balanced search tree of the vertex it points to. Hence the size of each list/search tree is O(k). We can store the current color of each edge with it without affecting the runtimes. Proof. Create the data structure for F 1 ∪ · · · ∪ F k in time O(n + m) (see the remark at the end of Section 6). When looking for a cycle in a component C = (V C , E C ) of the colorful surplus graph (with |V C | ≤ k + 1), we use a Boolean array of size k to mark the colors of the component and remember the respective edges. When some v on a cycle has been determined, we test for each u ∈ V C \ {v} whether (u, v) ∈ E \ M in O(log k) with the color-augmented Brodal-Fagerberg data structure. If the edge is present in some F i , then we obtain i from the data structure and unmark it in the Boolean array. Once all u ∈ V C \ {v} have been tested, search for a color i that is still marked: the attached edge is the one we were looking for, i.e., v has no neighbors in V C in F i . All these operations cost O(k log k) in total.
During the cycle exchange algorithm in Lemma 11, at most m edges are inserted into the forests F 1 , . . . , F k . An edge is only deleted in a cycle exchange, which happens at most m times. Thus, these cost amount to O(m) insertions and deletions in the data structure, and each such operation costs O(log n) amortized time. Hence the runtime of Lemma 11 can indeed be achieved.
We now prove the main theorem assuming a (1 + )-approximating pseudoforest partition.
Proof of Theorem 2.
We can obtain a pseudoforest K-partition with K ≤ (1 + )d * in time O(m log n log p −1 ) with Kowalik's approximation scheme [40] .
We can assume that ≥ 1/K. Let k ≤ K be the smallest integer such that (k+1)/k ≤ 1+ . Note that k ∈ O( −1 ) and log k ∈ O(log n). Divide the K pseudoforests evenly into k-tuples of pseudoforests, if possible, otherwise l ≤ k − 1 pseudoforests remain. Convert each k-tuple into k + 1 forests and the remaining l pseudoforests into l + 1 pseudoforests with Lemma 11 and Lemma 12. The result follows.
If is fixed, so is k. A modification of Kowalik's scheme (Theorem 21 in Appendix C) implies the 'furthermore'-part.
The second approach uses perfect hashing: For the set E of m edges from the universe V × V , we construct a perfect hash function and maintain the set E \ M = F in a hash table and store the current color information of each edge with it. The perfect hashing scheme of Fredman, Komlós and Szemerédi [25] allows worst-case constant runtimes for querying, insertion, and deletion. Constructing the perfect hash function is possible in O(m) expected time (deterministic construction is possible in O(n 2 m)). The following lemma is proved analogously to Lemma 12.
Lemma 13. In the situation of Lemma 10, we can determine the exchange edge in O(k) time with O(m) expected time for preprocessing using perfect hashing. All other operations have the same asymptotic complexity as in Lemma 11.
While Lemma 13 has the downside of being not deterministic due to the randomized preprocessing, it may be useful for the development of an exact algorithm for arboricity.
(Near-)Exact Arboricity Algorithms
Gabow's exact arboricity algorithm has a runtime of O(m 3/2 log(n 2 /m)) [27] . As mentioned in Section 3, we have p ≤ Γ ∈ O( √ m), hence even in the worst case we can convert p pseudoforests into p + 1 forests in time O(m 3/2 ) after the perfect hash function has been constructed. Since algorithms for pseudoarboricity are known that run in time O(m 3/2 √ log log p) [9] and even O(m 3/2 ) with recent flow algorithms [43], we would obtain a faster exact (randomized) algorithm if we can insert all edges of the constructed (k + 1)-th forest into F 1 , . . . , F k fast enough if this is feasible. By (1), an infeasibility certificate would be a set S ⊆ V for which F i [S] is a tree for every i = 1, . . . , k (called a clump in [49]), with an additional edge whose end vertices are both in S.
Perhaps even more interesting is the possibility of an exact arboricity algorithm whose runtime scales with Γ. We give an algorithm that comes close.
Theorem 14. A forest (Γ + 2)-partition can be obtained in O(m log n Γ log * Γ) time.
Proof. First compute a 2-approximation of p in linear time (see Section 3). This allows us to set parameters depending on p up to constant factors.
We use the iterative interval shrinking technique of [9] : Kowalik's approximation scheme uses a binary search, so we can iteratively approximate with i and use the approximation to obtain a search interval of size O(log (i) p), which makes the binary search of the next approximation scheme faster. We use the sequence of parameters Using Lemma 11 and Lemma 12, we obtain a partition into at most p + 2 ≤ Γ + 2 forests in time O(mp log p + m log n). The claim follows.
Conclusion and Outlook
We presented a fast conversion of k pseudoforests into k + 1 forests. For every fixed > 0, this implies a constructive O(m log n)-time (1 + )-approximation algorithm for the arboricity (with a small additive constant due to rounding). For general , the runtime is slightly worse with a linear dependence on . It remains to investigated how a constant number of forests can be inserted into a forest k-partition fast, say with a runtime of O(mk + m log n). Our conversions would then imply an exact randomized algorithm with runtime O(m 3/2 ), being slightly faster than Gabow's, and an exact algorithm with runtime O(m log n Γ log * Γ)
. A related open question is whether Kowalik's approximation scheme for pseudoarboricity can be used to determine a 1/(1 + )-approximation to the densest subgraph (by (2) , it approximates the value d * ). As it has inversely linear dependence on , it would be preferable to the approximation scheme by Worou and Galtier (for the slightly different measure γ) that has an inversely quadratic dependence.
A linear-time algorithm for one of the three problems arboricity, pseudoarboricity and densest subgraph with an approximation ratio of less than two would also be of interest. We note in Appendix E that (2 − 1/p) is possible for the pseudoarboricity, but circumventing the degree sum formula appears to be hard. Table 1 Constructive exact algorithms for the arboricity Γ. M (n, m) denotes the runtime of an arbitrary maximum flow algorithm, and m = m + n log n where n = min(n, m/n).
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B Converting Three Pseudoforests Into Four Forests
We will write P A = P 1 , P B = P 2 , P C = P 3 in this section in order to avoid confusion with other numerical indices. The intuition behind our approach is as follows. For three pseudoforests P A , P B , P C , we try to insert a P C -matching M into L, which is obtained from P A and P B as in Theorem 6.
The key property we want to exploit is that the number of edges removed from a pseudoforest is at most its number of connected components. Hence, if L is too full to insert an edge of M , we can hope to insert it between two components of A or B: If for an edge (u, v) ∈ M , there are two edges incident with u and at least one edge incident with v in L, then (u, v) links two connected components in A or B, or both, depending on which 
pseudoforest(s) the incident edges come from.
It is possible that connected components in A or B become linked in a cycle by several such M -edges. This will be resolved by moving a certain edge of L to C, which allows inserting one carefully chosen M -edge that created the cycle in A or B into L.
As an isolated vertex u can be linked to a tree without creating a cycle, an M -edge with such an endpoint u can always be inserted into L.
The remaining case is where an M -edge links two vertices in L of degree one, i.e., end vertices of paths. The subcase where the incident L-edges are from different pseudoforests is problematic, because then the M -edge does not necessarily link different connected components in A or B. In the following lemma, however, we will take care of all M -edges linking end vertices of paths.
Lemma 15. Given a pseudoforest partition (P A , P B , P C ), let A, B, L be as in Theorem 6. Then a P C -matching M can be computed in linear time such that (V, L ∪ M 1 ) is a linear forest for
Proof. Choose an arbitrary P C -matching M in linear time. Consider the set
As the degrees in L ∪ M 1 are bounded by two, its connected components are paths and cycles. A cycle can only arise if M 1 -edges link paths in a cycle at their end vertices (possibly a single path). An example can be seen in Figure 3a . With respect to M 1 , the paths of L behave essentially like the vertices of L in Theorem 6. We modify the choice M . It is possible to detect cycles in L ∪ M 1 in linear time. For each such cycle Z, pick one edge (u, v) ∈ M 1 ∩ Z. This edge is from a cycle in P C . Exchange it with an incident edge on the original cycle in P C , say (v, w) (Figure 3bc ). This modified setM is also a P C -matching. DefineM 1 analogously to M 1 . We now argue that L ∪M 1 is acyclic and hence a linear forest.
If one or several paths have been joined to form a cycle Z in L ∪ M 1 , then one of these paths has one end vertex u that is not incident with any edge ofM 1 . Hence the cycle has been broken into a path of linked-together paths, which is attached at end vertex v to a vertex w of some path, while end vertex u now has no incident M -edge. If w is an end vertex of a path, this path was not part of a cycle, in particular Z. Hence the paths of Z are linked end-to-end to a sequence of paths, i.e., no new cycle has been introduced. If w is an internal vertex of a path (w 1 in Figure 3bc ), then (u, w) / ∈M 1 , hence it cannot be part of a cycle in L ∪M 1 .
Equipped with Lemma 15, we can now attack the M -edges that link connected components in A and B.
Theorem 16. A pseudoforest partition (P A , P B , P C ) can be converted into a partition of four forests, one of which has maximum degree at most three, in linear time.
Proof. Turn (P A , P B ) into two forests A, B and a linear forest L according to Theorem 6. Apply Lemma 15 to obtain the special P C -matching M . Define C = P C \ M and
We have M = M 0∪ M 1∪ M 2 . We know that L ∪ M 1 is a linear forest.
Consider the set M 2 (see Figure 4a for a running example). As three or four L-edges are incident with each (u, v) ∈ M 2 , at least two of them must be from the same pseudoforest.
We can hence partition M 2 into
such that for every (u, v) ∈ M 2 A , there exist (t, u), (v, w) ∈ L ∩ P A , and likewise for M 2 B . The following discussion is analogous for P B , B and M 2 B . Every (u, v) ∈ M 2 A links two different cyclic connected components in P A and hence two different components in A (Figure 4b ). Linking occurs only at the endpoints of edges e ∈ P A \ A = P A ∩ L (indicated in bold in Figure 4b ).
Therefore, components of A behave like vertices that have at most two incident M 2 A -edges. In this contracted view, there are only paths and cycles. Inside the components, cycles of A ∪ M 2 A go through exactly the edges of A that were part of a cycle in P A . It is possible to determine all cycles of A ∪ M 2 A in linear time. For every such cycle Z, consider one arbitrary edge e Z ∈ P A ∩ L that 'shortcuts the cycle', i.e., it is an edge chosen from P A for L that is incident to two M 2 A edges (the squiggly line in Figure 4b ). This implies that e Z links two cyclic connected components in P C , and hence two components in C (Figure 4c ). Let Y A denote the set of all such edges e Z (Y B is analogously defined). The goal is to remove all edges Y A from L (actually, L ∪ M 1 ) to make room for one
A (Figure 4d ). By removing one such edge per cycle of A ∪ M 2 A , its forest property is restored. Let X A and X Y denote the sets of the m Z for A and B, respectively. We will later carefully choose the X-and Y -sets such that
Add Y A ∪ Y B to C and, only for the sake of argument, also to P C . Thereby, cyclic connected components of P C are linked via Y A -edges and Y B -edges, and these must be incident to the endpoints of the M 2 A -edges. 
Proof. If e ∈ M 2
A is part of a cycle in P A ∪ M 2 A , then this is the only such cycle. As only one edge e Z on the cycle is selected and M is a P C -matching, the component of P C that contains e is linked via at most one edge e Z ∈ Y A . The 'moreover'-part of the claim follows from
This implies that every component of C is isolated or linked to a single other component in
As the components are trees, the set C ∪ Y A ∪ Y B is acyclic for any specific choice of Y A and Y B . We next choose which edges X A ⊆ M 2 A are inserted into L ∪ M 1 , and which edges Y A ⊆ A are removed from L.
For every cycle Z of A ∪ M 2 A , consider the endpoints of the M 2 A -edges. If we remove an edge e Z ∈ P A ∩ L from L ∪ M 1 , the path disconnects into two paths (trees). If the e Z -edge has an endpoint u Z whose degree in L is one, the M 2 A -edge incident to u Z can be inserted into (L \ {e Z }) ∪ M 1 . Otherwise, it is possible that adding either of the two incident M 2 A -edges on Z to L ∪ M 1 creates a cycle. We would need to choose an M 2 A -edge on Z that 'bridges the gap', i.e., that connects the two different trees.
We describe a simple general way of choosing an edge e Z together with an incident M 2
A -edge that also allows for a simple analysis of acyclicity: Number the vertices from 1 to n such that every path of L ∪ M 1 consists of a contiguous segment of the sequence (1, . . . , n) . In other words, the paths are arranged in a sequence from left to right. This is possible in linear time. We view edges (u, v) ordered as u < v.
Among the edges e Z = (u, v) ∈ P A ∩ L that shortcut a cycle Z in P A ∪ M 2 A , we remove 'the rightmost' from L, i.e., the one that maximizes v. One of the two incident M 2 A -edges is m Z = (t, v) with t < u, which we add to L \ {e Z } (these are the choices in Figure 4 when the path is ordered from left to right). These edges can be determined in linear time in total by scanning each Z once for the rightmost shortcut edge, and selecting the appropriate incident M 2 A -edge. We now prove that performing all these deletions and insertions does not create a cycle.
Claim. For the above specific choices of
Proof. We order the edges e Z = (u, v) in Y A ∪ Y B by their right endpoint v, and imagine the process of deleting them from L ∪ M 1 and adding their incident edge m Z = (t, v) ∈ X A ∪ X B in order of decreasing v ('from right to left').
We prove by induction on i ≥ 0 that after the i-th deletion of e Z = (u, v) and insertion of m Z = (t, v), the graph is a forest. Let i M 2 ⊆ M 2 denote the edges of X A ∪ X B inserted in iterations 1, . . . , i, and let L i denote L without the edges of Y A ∪ Y B removed in these iterations. Before the first insertion and deletion, L ∪ M 1 is a linear forest (i = 0).
Let the induction hypothesis hold for some i ≥ 0. After deleting the (i + 1)-th edge e Z = (u, v), the tree of L i ∪ M 1 ∪ i M 2 that e Z was a part of becomes disconnected into two different trees, one of which contains u and the other v. The edge m Z = (t, v) has t < u. We have to show that inserting m Z does not create a cycle. This could only happen if t were in the same tree as v. Assume this is the case. Then there is a unique path
Note that the first edge on P must be from L i , and no two consecutive edges on this path can be from M 1 ∪ i M 2 because it is a matching. Recall that we ordered paths including the M 1 -edges. As we deleted (u, v), P must pass through at least one edge e = (x, y) ∈ i M 2 with v < y. Follow the path from v to t until the e with maximum y is visited. By construction, its left incident edge (y − 1, y) ∈ L was deleted. Hence there must be an (x , y ) ∈ i M 2 on P with v < y < y in order to reach t < v. This is a contradiction to y being maximum.
Lastly, we consider the set M 0 . Clearly, an isolated vertex u can be linked to a tree of Proof. Make k/3 triplets of pseudoforests and convert each triplet into four forests as in Theorem 16. If k is divisible by three, the claim follows. If k ≡ 1 mod 3, we convert the remaining pseudoforest into two forests. If k ≡ 2 mod 3, we convert the two pseudoforests into three forests according to Theorem 6. The claim follows. [14] show that a planar graph can be partitioned into three forests in O(n) time from an embedding of the graph into the plane (which can also be computed in linear time, see e.g., [35] ). The algorithm of Grossi and Lodi [33] finds, also using an embedding, a partition into three forests in time O(n log n), and four forests in O(n). By using the second 3-orientation algorithm of [14] and converting it to a pseudoforest 3-partition (see Theorem 18), we can obtain four forests in linear time by applying Theorem 17 without computing an embedding. Note that there are planar graphs with pseudoarboricity three.
Schnyder [51] and Chrobak and Eppstein
C The Approximation Scheme for Pseudoforests
In this section, we will establish for fixed > 0 the O(m log n) runtime bound for Kowalik's approximation scheme, which uses the equivalence of the pseudoarboricity and smallest maximum indegree problems.
Theorem 18 ([8, 40] ). A pseudoforest k-partition can be converted into a k-orientation, and vice versa, in linear time.
One can determine the minimum feasible k with a binary search. Using the orientation view, a test for guess k can be performed by a maximum flow computation (see Section 3). Kowalik [40] turns such an exact algorithm into an approximation scheme by terminating the flow computation early. The central lemma for establishing the approximation was stated insufficiently, which was copied to [9] . It requires a given k-orientation, but this is exactly what a flow computation is supposed to compute for a guess k, if it exists. Here, the corrected version for an arbitrary initial orientation is given. The proof is analogous, only one equality has to be replaced with an inequality. The lemma can also be generalized to fractional orientations as in [9] .
Lemma 19. Let G be an arbitrary orientation of a graph G, and let k > d * . Then for every vertex v in G, there is a path v ← · · · ← u of length at most log k/d * n, where u is a vertex of indegree smaller than k.
If Dinitz' algorithm is terminated after 2 + log 1+ n phases, Lemma 19 guarantees that a k-orientation is found for guesses k ≥ (1 + )d * despite the early termination, as the length of the shortest augmenting paths increases with every phase. The factor O(log p) comes from an exponential and a binary search 4 for the minimum feasible k. We can show that it can be made constant for every fixed > 0.
Let u i and l i denote the current upper and lower bounds in the i-th iteration of the binary search. We will keep u i feasible at all times. Once the ratio u i /l i drops below (1 + ), we can stop the algorithm and return the feasible upper bound.
Theorem 21. For every fixed > 0, we can compute a partition into k ≤ (1 + )d * pseudoforests in time O(m log n).
Proof. Compute an approximation x satisfying p ≤ x ≤ 2p in linear time with the greedy algorithm (see Section 3). Set u 1 = x and l 1 = x/2 ≥ p/2. We have u 1 /l 1 ≤ 4.
With every test t i = (u i + l i )/2 of the binary search, either the lower or the upper bound is updated. It is straightforward to show that if u i > (1 + )l i , then
if the test is successful,
2+
ui li otherwise.
Since is fixed, the bound ratio decays exponentially. Thus the initial ratio of four is reduced to (1 + ) in a number of iterations that is constant.
The constants introduced in the proof (in addition to −1 ) are rather large. In practice, one could reduce them by repeated approximation, which lowers the initial ratios u 1 /l 1 . This is similar to the iterated interval shrinking in [9] .
D Runtime Analysis of the Conversion by Gabow and Westermann
Gabow and Westermann [54, 28] show that an edge e can be inserted into a forest partition (F 1 , . . . , F k ) in O(m) time (which involves a pre-and a postprocessing), if possible. In order to insert it, the algorithm must possibly move other edges between the forests to obtain a forest k-partition of F 1 ∪ · · · ∪ F k ∪ {e}. If this is impossible, it outputs a forest (k + 1)-partition. We will use this algorithm ('cyclic scanning') as a black box without further explanation.
In order to convert k pseudoforests into k + 1 forests, and k if possible, the authors propose a divide-and-conquer algorithm. A slightly modified variant is given in Algorithm 1. In a nutshell, the algorithm divides the k pseudoforests into two groups of k/2 and k/2 pseudoforests, recursively converts them to k/2 + 1 + k/2 + 1 forests, and then inserts the edges of smallest forest into the k + 1 others, which is always feasible by Theorem 1. Once the recursion is done, one tries to insert the edges of the smallest forest into the k others, which may be feasible or infeasible. It is possible to show that the time of the insertions is bounded by O(m 2 /k) in both functions of Algorithm 1.
Gabow and Westermann pick an arbitrary forest for insertion. They use the fact that it has at most m/k edges due to their preprocessing, but it easier to argue with the forest of minimum cardinality 5 :
In a partition of k + 1 forests, there is at least one forest that has less than m/k edges. This proves the total insertion runtime as each insertion takes linear time. Thus, for some c > 0, the following recurrence for runtime T holds:
T (m, k) ≤ T (m 1 , k/2 ) + T (m 2 , k/2 ) + cm 2 /k, T (1) ≤ cn.
Gabow and Westermann claim that it satifies T (k) ∈ O(m 2 /k log k), without giving a proof. If we try to prove this by induction with the ansatz T (m, k) ≤ c m 2 /k log k for some c > 0, we see that we obtain 2c m 2 i /k log(k/2) from each recursive call T (m i , k/2) by the induction hypothesis, as 1/(k/2) = 2/k. While c can be made arbitrarily large, it has to be a constant that is valid on all levels of the recursion. Hence we think that the proof the authors had in mind is incorrect. This may be due to the fact that they wrote n = min(n, 2m/k) and thus hid the k from view, and also did not introduce a constant c for the non-recursive term in the recurrence relation. Fortunately, the runtimes stated in [28, Table 1 ] are unaffected.
The analysis of O(n 2 k log k) in [54, 28] is correct: We obtain c n 2 k/2 log(k/2) from each call T (m i , k/2) by the induction hypothesis. However, it is unclear why this estimate was used at all: As k ≥ m/n, the runtime O(nm log k) that is immediate from Westermann's thesis [54, Equation (1) The fact that every forest has less than n edges simplifies the discussion, and the runtime analysis by induction is straightforward.
Theorem 22 ([54, 28]). A pseudoforest k-partition can be converted into a forest (k + 1)partition, and a forest k-partition if possible, in O(nm log k) time.
We note that instead of inserting the edges one-by-one, one could try using the batch routine of [54, 28]. Moreover, from the knowledge of the existence of a pseudoforest k-partition, one can solve the k-forests and (k + 1)-forests problem from scratch using the algorithms in [54, 28], which can be faster or slower than O(nm log k) depending on m/n and k.
E
A New Runtime Analysis of the Algorithm of Asahiro et al. Asahiro et al. [5] propose Algorithm 2 for approximating p via orientations (see Theorem 18). By (2), the average density l of a subgraph is a lower bound on p. At most 2l − 1 ≤ 2p − 1 edges are oriented towards a vertex in the executions of the repeat-until loop (unless d * ≤ 1/2). When the while loop for cycles starts, every remaining vertex v has deg(v) = 2l . At most cope with indegrees of about 2cl . However, the degree sum formula does not guarantee termination of the repeat-until loop for such c. Asahiro et al. give a straighforward runtime analysis. The repeat-until loop can be implemented in time O(nm), the cycle loop in O(m 2 ) by performing depth-first searches, and the forest loop takes O(n). They show this for edge-weighted graphs, where the maximum weighted indegree is to be minimized and l is defined to be the weighted density. They also show the weighted orientation problem to be NP-complete even for bipartite planar graphs.
Theorem 23. Algorithm 2 can be implemented in linear time. For edge-weighted graphs, it can be implemented in O(m + n log n) time.
Proof. All iterations of the repeat-until loop constitute a partial run of the greedy algorithm, which can be implemented in linear time with linked lists that keep track of the degrees of the vertices (see, e.g., [12] ). The forest loop is also a run of the greedy algorithm on a forest.
It remains to show linear runtime of the cycle loop. It is possible to perform a single modified depth-first search instead of one search per cycle. We omit the details because we can use known results instead:
As the sum of all degrees is 2m, the number of vertices with odd degree must be even. Add a vertex v * to the remaining graph and add edges (u, v * ) for every vertex u of odd degree. Now all vertices have even degree. Therefore an Euler tour exists in every connected component of the graph. The Euler tours can be determined in O(m) total time with Hierholzer's algorithm [34] . We orient the edges as they are traversed in an Euler tour. After removing v * and its incident edges, every vertex has at most deg(v)/2 + 1 ingoing edges. The forest loop is now not necessary. Hierholzer's algorithm is essentially identical to the modified depth-first search that appeared in the first arXiv version of this paper.
In the case of edge weights, the repeat-until loop can be implemented in O(m + n log n) time: The vertex of minimum weighted degree can be extracted from a priority queue in O(log n) amortized time, and the weighted degree of each neighboring vertex can be updated in constant amortized time with Fibonacci heaps [26] .
